WALKBASE ANALYTICS FOR

AIRPORTS

PASSENGER FLOW OPTIMISATION AND LOCATION BASED SERVICES
FOR CREATING OUTSTANDING TRAVEL EXPERIENCES
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FROM PROCESS TIME TO SHOPPING TIME
WALKBASE ENABLES
AIRPORTS TO MEASURE AND
OPTIMISE PASSENGER FLOW,
AND TO OFFER LOCATION
BASED SERVICES FOR
CREATING OUTSTANDING
TRAVEL AND SHOPPING
EXPERIENCES.

Airports and transportation hubs have gradually
transformed into world’s largest commercial spaces.
An increasing portion of airports’ profits come from
non-aviation services. To boost their business,
airports need to transform their layouts and services
for outstanding travel and shopping experiences.
The following are just examples of revenue boosters:
Ø Cut waiting through real-time queue management
Ø Optimise layouts for shopping and fluent flow
Ø Increase the value of ad space through metrics
Ø Offer location based passenger services
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Security

Shopping

Boarding

Arrival

PEOPLE FLOW OPTIMISATION
Walkbase Analytics combines Wi-Fi, Bluetooth
beacons, and other sensors to gather data of
passengers’ location and behaviour with full airport
coverage. This data gives versatile tools for
understanding the customer journey, analysing paths
and passenger segments, identifying bottlenecks &
crowding, and engaging with smartphone enabled
customers with location based services.
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UNDERSTANDING THE PASSENGER VISIT
Understand how passengers’ time spent at
the airport is divided between different
activities. Focus on specific segments such as
frequent flyers; boarding, transfer & arriving
passengers. Analyse typical passenger paths.
View live heatmaps of the entire space.

LOCATION BASED SERVICES

RETAIL ANALYTICS
Analyse conversions from public space into
stores. Identify optimal store locations.
Divide stores into zones and measure
conversions between zones and from zones
to till. Measure the conversion from visits to
engaged visits, and to POS transactions.

View your current location. Get
walking time and route to your gate.
Get recommendations for nearby
products and services. View offers by
nearby stores. Find your way to your
favorite lounge or shop.

DIGITAL ADVERTISING SPACE
Use analytics to measure impressions
for digital ad displays real-time.
Analyse subsequent shopping
behaviour to attribute ad spending to
actual results. This will increase the
value of advertising space significantly.

PREDICTIVE QUEUE MANAGEMENT
View queue lengths, waiting times
and passenger flow in realtime.
Predict queue formation by counting
passenger arrivals from public
transport and terminal entrances.
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KEY BENEFITS // KEY METRICS
Walkbase Analytics enables airports and
transportation hubs to take their airport
operations and passenger services to a next
level. Existing Wi-Fi investments can be
harnessed to to generate analytics of the
entire passenger journey at airports – from
arrival through shopping to departure.
With Walkbase Analytics, airports are able to
optimise people flow and offer location based
services for improved and smooth travel
experineces.

For operations
Ø Queue length, throughput time, predictions
Ø Footfall and dwell time by zone
Ø New, recurring and total visits
Ø Behaviour based segmentation
Ø Heatmaps and path analysis
For retail
Ø Store footfall and conversions
Ø Loyalty, engagement, zone popularity
Ø Power hours, visit frequencies
Ø In-store sales funnel
Ø Cross-shopping

ABOUT WALKBASE
Walkbase is the leading in-store analytics and marketing solution for
retailers. Just like web analytics platforms have revolutionised the online
shopping experience, Walkbase provides the same level of measurability
and smartphone enabled personalisation to brick-and-mortar stores.
Based on indoor location technology, the platform provides real-time
analytics on customers’ habits so the same level of personalisation can
apply in brick-and-mortar as it does online. It analyses in-store customer
patterns, measures and optimises the impact of marketing on physical
stores, engages customers with personalised in-store marketing, and links
the online and offline customer journeys together.
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